Droids D6 / Arakyd Turret Droid
Type:
Arakyd 7T3 Autonomous Deployed Turret
Droid
Dexterity: 3D
Blaster 8D, Dodge 5D
Knowledge: 1D
Mechanical: 1D
Perception: 2D
Search 5D
Strength: 2D
Technical: 1D
Equipped with:
Repulsor Drive with 20 meter flight
ceiling
Laser Cannon (Range 5-50/120/300, Damage: 5D Scale: Speeder)
Visual and auditory sensors - Infra Red Vision
Armoured Skin (+2D)
Move: 30
Size: 1.5 meters tall
Cost: 12,000

Description: Although sharing many systems with the Arakyd Probe Droid, the 7T3 is designed as a
battlefield combat droid rather than an exploration and scouting droid. The droid moves using a repulsor
drive similar to the probe droid, however also has a set of legs it can use to move, although much slower
(move is reduced to 8). The main weapon of this droid, a powerful laser cannon, is deployed by the droid
folding out into its turret configuration (takes one round). In this configuration it can act as an
automatically targetting laser cannon, firing at targets under its own volition, or under command from a
command post. These droids were designed for the Empire, to allow territory to be held easily without
setting up long term defences, letting the Imperial forces be more mobile and to react to changing
circumstances as battlefield conditions required. The Empire however prefered to use organic solutions,
so only bought these droids in small quantities, prefering to use E-Web heavy repeating blaster crews to
secure and hold territory when the need arose. Some corporations have purchased these droids as
security droids, however the sheer power of their weaponry makes them less than ideal, as they can do
more damage to corporate property than the intruders they hope to stop.
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